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Outer Space
- void that exists between celestial bodies
- orbit: curved path, usually elliptical

Abundance
-  in great amounts, repeated

Cells
-  basic structural unit

Constellations:
stars are the basic cells of the solar 
system (outer space) together with 
it form constellations when they are 
abundant in nature 



Aysmmetry
- not identical on both sides of a 
central line

Perception
- understanding
- point of view 

Illusion
- distortion
- holography: the product of a light 
source scattered off objects

Waves
-  surging or progressing movement
- undulation: curves

Negative Space
- evident when the space around a 
subject, not the subject itself, forms 
an interesting or artistically relevant 
shape

- “Ma” (japanese): gap, space, pause or 
the space between two structural parts

Clarify
- clarification, clearer

Transparent
- cannot be seen
- unseen layers

Cutouts/Paper type:
to create different depth and 
perception to the book cover, 
through using the different 
paper (transparency + tracng 
paper) and cutouts to shape 
the intensity/clarity of color 
and design creating an 
illusion 

Waves - Design style:
Aysmmetry, waves and neg-
ative space tie in together to 
form a design on its own

Two & Three Dimensional
- 2D: no depth, on flat surface/planar, 
linear
- 3D: with depth, protruding/non-planar



Reflection
- mirror image
- light bouncing off surface

Illusion
- distortion
- holography: the product of a light source scattered 
off objects

Perception
- understanding
- point of view 

Holographic Foiling:
the idea of looking at the cover with different 
degree of angles will create an effect of its 
own, with different perception, it will form its 
own illusion of design due to the reflection 
of the foil 



Illustration style/Layout



Overall Design (Jacket + Cover):
Overlay of tracing paper with cover to form 
an overall illustration of the summer solstice 
constellation togeher with the stars around 
near borders for a overall solar space look 
with the continent Africa in the background 
as well

Cartography Solar System:
The idea of the entire solar system being 
mapped out in cartography (an ancient 
mapping technique) as how the little prince 
explored the surrounding planets from his 
own

Summer Solstice Constellation:
The constellation is taken from summer sol-
stice as it is the period where Antoine wrote 
The Little Prince and also sahara desert is a 
typical very hot and humid place as though 
of a summer weather



Africa:
Included Africa as it is where the little prince 
story is largely narrated at, together with the 
Sahara Desert highlighted in a darker shade.

Waves (Belt):
The concept of progression and movement 
as how the little prince story is a narration 
and reflection of the author on society. And 
how the author hopes to see the society 
changing as his beliefs written in the book: 
The Little Prince
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